TIME TESTED PERFORMING ARTS CENTERS
To age magnificently, spaces must not only reflect the owner’s vision today but also anticipate future needs. The
performance venues pictured here have the aesthetic, acoustic, and technological qualities necessary to maintain
longevity. Since opening, there have been no modifications to the buildings for acoustics. After decades of use, they
still sound as good as they look and promise to remain cultural resources that will be enjoyed by generations to come.

Southern Theatre, Columbus, OH, Completed 1998
125 years since ﬁrst opening its doors in 1896, the Southern Theatre is again a vital home for the
performing arts. Shuttered for over a decade, the former 1,800-seat vaudeville stage and movie house
was purchased by the Columbus Association for the Performing Arts (CAPA) in the late 1980s. Their
directive was to create a performance space for the 21st century within a 19th-century structure.
“One of the greatest challenges was to maintain the hall’s magniﬁcent natural acoustics while sensitively integrating
electronic reinforcement for contemporary artists” said Jay Panzer manager of the revitalization. “Careful attention to
materials and forms used for restoration; creation of an orchestra enclosure to accommodate ensembles of every size; and a sound system that augments
but does not overwhelm the hall’s natural sound accomplished this task.” - Jay Panzer, Former Director of Facility Development for CAPA

Gallagher Bluedorn Center, University of Northern Iowa, Completed 2000
Decades of dreams and three years of construction came to fruition in April of 2000 when this
115,000-SF, $23M complex of three concert venues opened to serve the University and surrounding
communities of Waterloo and Cedar Falls. Superb acoustics, intimate sightlines, and cutting-edge
theatre technology enable GBPAC to handle a wide range of programming. In its ﬁrst 10 years, GBPAC
hosted more than twice the number of events expected and now presents over 300 performances each year.
“At the time, we did what nobody thought was possible — we brought a world-class performing arts center to the
middle of Iowa. More than that, we created a space that really is the heart of the community, where anyone can come to be inspired, amazed and
transformed.”- Steve Carignan, Executive Director of the Gallagher Bluedorn

Larson Memorial Concert Hall, South Dakota State University, Completed 2002
This 1,000-seat concert hall, built as phase 1 of the Oscar Larson Performing Arts Center, features
custom adjustable acoustics and has opened opportunities for the University as well as the city of
Brookings. Through the development of a unique design that is based on a classic shoebox-shaped
concert hall inside a simple larger rectangular structure, the concert hall is essentially two buildings in
one. This allows the acoustics and volume of the hall to be adjusted to meet demanding budget and
program requirements ranging from jazz, to choir, to orchestra, to wind and percussion ensembles.
“The…Center is a unique enterprise born from a vision shared by a land grant university, a city…and private donors.
Our ability to complete the second phase…was due in part to the successes of the ﬁrst phase in terms of craftsmanship, quality, and design. [It] has
allowed us to attract high-quality students, eminent faculty, and international performing artists, [enriching] both the institution and the community.”
- Dave Reynolds, Director, School of Performing Arts

Bailey Performance Center, Kennesaw State University, Completed 2007
KSU’s Morgan Hall is a 700-seat concert hall anchoring the 26,000-SF Bailey Performance Center,
the crown jewel of the University’s growing campus arts district. Acoustic ﬂexibility allows students to
learn how to play music in a concert setting and helps attract world-class talent to Kennesaw, a suburb
of Atlanta, Georgia. The hall’s world-class quality was achieved at a notably low construction cost. A
seat in Morgan Hall, where the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra performs annually, is named for David
Kahn’s “acoustical magic.”
“[When] we began programming for [the Center], KSU had lofty goals, limited resources, and immense possibilities
for growth. David Kahn, a musician and an acoustician, understood KSU’s dreams and limitations. The result…is a concert hall worthy of international
ensembles… yet one that feels like home to students every day in rehearsals, classes, and masterclasses. In significant ways, Bailey became the
artistic and emotional center of KSU’s now thriving College of the Arts. In short, Acoustic Distinctions helped KSU achieve its dreams, and they resound.”
- Peter Witte, Past-Chair of Department of Music, KSU 1998-2007, Dean, Conservatory of Music, University of the Paciﬁc
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